WHEN EVERY SECOND MATTERS, GIVE EMERGENCY RESPONDERS ACCESS TO THE RIGHT KEYS.

Unlike other elevator key boxes, the Knox Elevator Box offers a safe and secure solution that provides emergency responders immediate access to the correct, calibrated elevator drop key to enter an inoperative elevator and keys to unlock critical areas within the building. Having rapid access to the right keys reduces delays, maximizes safety for emergency responders, and helps avoid unnecessary damage from forced entry.

BENEFITS

✓ Allows rapid access to the correct, calibrated elevator door drop key
✓ Prevents forced entry into locked doors within the interior of the building
✓ Minimizes emergency responder injuries

FEATURES

Hold 2 elevator drop keys and up to 31 keys
Meets IFC and NFPA 1 standards
UL Listed: UL 1037, UL 1610, UL 437
Heavy-duty steel construction
Knox Elevator Box Meets Many State’s Elevator Key Box Requirements

Know Elevator Cabinet’s heavy-duty steel construction design is far superior to a typical aluminum key box.

EXPANSION PANEL
Built standard with 9 key hooks that may hold up to 2 elevator drop keys. The optional expansion panel increases capacity from 18 to 31 keys, optimizing security for structures of any size.

Knox Elevator Box

COMPACT FIT
With a shallow depth, the Knox Elevator Box fits both compactly and discreetly within any wall, making it aesthetically pleasing for interior applications, yet maintaining seamless accessibility.

Store the correct, calibrated elevator drop key, override keys, and interior access keys in the secure Knox Elevator Box.

13 Key Hook Expansion Panel

ABOUT KNOX COMPANY
Over forty years ago, a unique concept in rapid access for emergency response was born. The KnoxBox®, a high-security key lock box, was designed to provide rapid access for emergency responders to reduce response times, minimize injuries, and protect property from forced entry.

Today, one revolutionary lock box has grown into a complete system providing rapid access for public safety agencies, industries, military, and property owners across the world. The Knox Company is trusted by over 14,000 fire departments, law enforcement agencies, and governmental entities.
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1601 W. DEER VALLEY RD
PHOENIX, AZ 85027
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TO LEARN MORE,
CALL: 1.800.552.5669 OR VISIT: KNOXBOX.COM/EMERGENCY-BOXES